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Abstract
We present a search for the standard model Higgs boson production in association with a W boson in proton-antiproton collisions (pp → W ± H → ℓνbb) at a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV.
The search employs data collected with the CDF II detector which correspond to an integrated luminosity of approximately 2.7 fb −1 . We recorded this data with two kinds of triggers. The first kind required high-p T charged leptons and the second required both missing transverse energy and jets. The search selects events consistent with a signature of a single lepton (e ± /µ ± ), missing transverse energy, and two jets. Jets corresponding to bottom quarks are identified with a secondary vertex tagging method and a jet probability tagging method. Kinematic information is fed in an artificial neural network to improve discrimination between signal and background. The search finds that both the observed number of events and the neural network output distributions are consistent with the standard model background expectations, and sets 95% confidence level upper limits on the production cross section times branching ratio. The limits are expressed as a ratio to the standard model production rate. The limits range from 3.6 (4.3 expected) to 61.1 (43.2 expected) for Higgs masses from 100 to 150 GeV/c 2 , respectively.
PACS numbers: 13.85.Rm, 14.80.Bn
I. INTRODUCTION
Standard electroweak theory predicts the existence of a single fundamental scalar particle, the Higgs boson, which arises as a result of spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking [1] .
179
The Higgs boson is the only fundamental standard model particle which has not been exper- because it has a larger cross section. It is more sensitive than direct Higgs production 192 gg → H → bb because it has a smaller QCD background. candidates in / E T + jet events using looser charged-lepton identification requirements that 218 recover muons that fell into gaps in the muon system. We show that including these events 219 significantly increases the search sample and that these new events have a purity that is 220 comparable to the samples using charged-lepton triggers samples.
221
We describe the analysis as follows: in Section II we describe the CDF II detector. We that we use to enhance our discrimination of signal from backgrounds. We report our 227 measured limits in Sec. VII and interpret the result in Sec. VIII.
228

II. CDF II DETECTOR
229
The CDF II detector [9] geometry is described using a cylindrical coordinate system. The 230 z-axis follows the proton direction, the azimuthal angle is φ, and the polar angle θ is usually 231 expressed through the pseudorapidity η = − ln(tan(θ/2)). The detector is approximately 232 symmetric in η and about the z axis. The transverse energy is defined as E T = E sin θ and 233 transverse momentum as p T = p sin θ. in a 1.4 T solenoidal magnetic field aligned coaxially with the incoming beams, allowing 238 measurement of charged particle momentum.
239
The transverse momentum resolution is measured to be δp we require E T > 18 GeV/c 2 for central electrons (CEM), and p T > 18 GeV/c for muons
279
(CMUP,CMX).
280
The / E T plus two jets trigger has been previously used in the We identify isolated tracks based on criteria used in the top lepton plus track cross section 312 measurement [20] . defined as
316
where p T (trk) is the sum of the p T of tracks that meet the requirements in Table II Charged Leptons E T > 20 GeV
At least one jet |η| < 0.9 ∆R > 1.0 those with two jets due to contamination from background processes such as W +jets and 333 tt, respectively. We limit our search for W H → ℓνbb to events with W + exactly two jets.
334
For events collected on the / E T + jets trigger, we require the jets to have an E T > 25 GeV 335 to ensure that they are above the trigger threshold. One of the two jets must be in the 336 central region |η| < 0.9 to match the requirements of the trigger. In addition, because 337 the trigger has a low efficiency for jets that are close together, we require the jets to be 338 well-separated (∆R > 1.0).
339
Table III summarizes the jet selection criteria for events in each trigger sample.
340
In calculating event kinematics we find it useful to consider loose jets that have either somewhat smaller E T than our cuts or have high-E T but are further forward than our 342 standard jets. We call these jets "loose jets". We do not use them directly in our event 343 selection, but we do use them in calculating kinematic variables. We define loose jets to 344 be jets with E T > 12 GeV in the region |η| < 2.0, and E T > 20 GeV in the region 345 2.0 < |η| < 2.4.
346
C. Missing Transverse Energy
347
The presence of a neutrino from the W decay is inferred from the presence of a significant vertex is found and it is significantly displaced from the primary vertex, the jet is identified, 
378
We use the b-jet tagging strategy developed in the previous W H search [5] . We require 379 at least one jet to be b-tagged with the secondary vertex algorithm, and then we divide our 380 sample into three exclusive categories of varying purity. Events with two secondary vertex 381 tagged jets have the highest purity, followed by events with one secondary vertex tagged jet 382 and one jet probability tagged jet. In the lowest purity events, there is only one secondary 383 vertex tagged jet.
384
We further purify the sample with exactly one secondary vertex tagged jet by using 385 kinematic and angular cuts designed to reject QCD events with fake W signatures. The 386 kinematics of the QCD contamination vary with the lepton signature they mimic. We 387 therefore apply a separate veto to each lepton subsample.
388
One approach we use to reduce QCD is to cut on a variable correlated with mismea- from jet mismeasurements. S / E T is defined as follows:
394
where C JES is the jet energy correction factor, ∆φ / E T ,jet is the azimuthal angle between the 395 jet and the / E T direction, E raw T,jet is the uncorrected jet E T , unclustered energy is energy 396 not associated with a jet, E T,uncl is the transverse unclustered energy, and ∆φ / E T ,uncl is the 
We use both M T and S / E T to remove QCD events from our sample. in the subsections that follow.
427
We first describe our background estimate for the sample of ℓνjj events without any tag-
428
ging requirements applied, which we refer to as the pretag sample. This sample is composed the efficiency in the data ǫ, and the integrated luminosity of our dataset L int :
We subtract the contribution of these processes from the total number of observed events.
After accounting both for the fraction of QCD multijet events and for the top and other
444
electroweak processes, what remains are the pretag W +jets events, whose contribution is 445 estimated as follows:
where N P retag is the observed number of ℓνjj pretag events, N EW K is the number of esti-448 mated electroweak events, and N T OP is the number of estimated top events.
449
We estimate the number of tagged W + jets events using the number of pretag W + jet 450 events and a tag probability. We measure the tag probabilities for both light and heavy-451 flavor jets in inclusive jet data. The tag probability for heavy-flavor jets is ǫ tag , and the tag 452 probability for falsely tagged jets, called "mistags", is ǫ mistag . 
The estimation of the rate of these backgrounds are done separately for each jet bin in 466 the data. Below we describe the estimation of the individual pieces in greater detail. acceptance is corrected for lepton identification, trigger efficiencies, and the z vertex cut.
477
We also use a b-tagging scale factor to correct for the difference in tagging efficiency in
478
Monte Carlo compared to data. have the remarkable property that they model both electron and muon fakes.
494
We model QCD events that fake an isolated track by using events recorded on the / E T + 495 2 Jets trigger. We use events with muon candidates that are not calorimeter isolated and leptons are unlikely to come from the decay of an on-shell W , and thus are enriched in fakes.
499
We estimate the amount of QCD background in each sample by fitting the / E T spectrum 500 in data. The fit includes the control region / E T < 20 GeV, which is enriched in QCD fakes.
501 Figure 2 shows the / E T fit for isolated track pretag events. 
532
We can estimate the amount of W + heavy flavor events in our signal region by calculating 533 the efficiency for these events to pass our tag requirements ǫ tag . The efficiency ǫ tag is by giving these just a small probability to be 542 incorrectly tagged. We call the probability to be incorrectly tagged the mistag probability.
543
It is discussed in detail in Section IV D.
544 Table VI shows the corrected heavy-flavor fractions for our W + heavy-flavor samples di- combine the probabilities to get an event mistag probability. We combine the event mistag 563 rates to get ǫ mistag .
564
We estimate the per-jet mistag probability for each of our two tagging algorithms using 565 a data sample of generic jets with at least two well-measured silicon tracks. false tag probability using negative tags. There is a slightly greater chance for a false tag 572 to have a positive decay length due to material interaction, and our estimate accounts for 573 this asymmetry. The false tag probability for secvtx is parameterized in bins of η, number 574 of vertices, jet E T , track multiplicity, and the scalar sum of the total event E T [21]. We 575 parameterize jet probability mistaging in jet η, z position of primary vertex, jet E T , track 576 multiplicity, and scalar sum of the total event E T .
577
We estimate the uncertainties on the per-jet mistag probability by using negatively tagged 578 jets in the data. 
Number of Jets
V. HIGGS BOSON SIGNAL ACCEPTANCE
We simulated the W H signal kinematics using the pythia Monte Carlo program [31] .
595
We generated signal Monte Carlo samples for Higgs masses between 100 and 150 GeV/c 2 .
596
The number of expected W H → ℓνbb events, N, is given by:
598 where ǫ, Ldt, σ(pp → W H), and B(H → bb) are the event detection efficiency, integrated 599 luminosity, production cross section, and branching ratio, respectively. The production cross 600 section and branching ratio are calculated to next-to-leading order (NLO) precision [4] .
601
The total event detection efficiency is composed of several efficiencies: the primary vertex 602 reconstruction efficiency, the trigger efficiency, the lepton identification efficiency, the b- can influence the measurement of the / E T . We require that the jets in the event are above 610 the trigger threshold (E T > 25 GeV) and well separated (∆R > 1.0), which reduces the 611 impact of the jets on the / E T . We measured the turn-on curve using events recorded with 612 the CMUP trigger, which is independent from the / E T + 2 jets trigger. We selected events 613 passing our jet requirements, and measured their efficiency to pass the / E T + 2 jets trigger 614 as a function of E vertex T / . Figure 6 shows the measured / E T + 2 jets trigger turn-on. We use 615 the parmeterized turn-on curve to weight each Monte Carlo event according to its efficiency 616 to pass the trigger.
617
The expected number of signal events is estimated by equation 9 at each Higgs boson 618 mass point. Table XIV shows the number of expected WH events for M H = 120 GeV/c 2 in 619 2.7 fb −1 .
620
The total systematic uncertainty on the acceptance comes from several sources, including We assign a 2% uncertainty to the CEM, CMUP, and CMX lepton identification efficiency,
625
and an 8% uncertainty to isolated track identification. The identification uncertainties are 626 based on studies comparing Z boson events in data and Monte Carlo.
627
The high p T lepton triggers have a 1% uncertainty on their efficiencies. We measure the 628 trigger efficiency uncertainty by using backup trigger paths or Z boson events. We measure 629 a 3% uncertainty for events collected on the / E T + 2 jets trigger by examining the variations 630 in the / E T turn-on curve in sub-samples with kinematics different from the average sample.
631
We use the variation in the / E T turn-on to calculate a variation in signal acceptance, and we 632 use the mean variation in signal acceptance as our uncertainty.
633
We estimate the impact of changes in initial and final state radiation by halving and 
635
The difference from the nominal acceptance is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
636
The uncertainty in the incoming partons' energies relies on the the parton distribution acceptance is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
645
The systematic uncertainty on the b-tagging efficiency is based on the scale factor un- vertex tagged events while "ST+JP" refers to secondary vertex plus jet probability tagged events.
Effects of limited Monte Carlo statistics are included in these values.
VI. NEURAL NETWORK DISCRIMINANT
649
To further improve the signal to background discrimination after event selection, we 650 employ an artificial neural network (NN). Neural networks offer an advantage over a single-
651
variable discriminants because they combine information from several kinematic variables.
652
Our neural network is trained to distinguish W +Higgs boson events from backgrounds. We 653 employ the same neural network that was used to obtain the 1.9 fb −1 result [5]. The following 654 section reviews its main features.
655
Our neural network configuration has 6 input variables, 11 hidden nodes, and 1 output 
678
The strongest discriminating variable in the neural network is the dijet mass plus.
679
We train our neural network with W +jets, tt, single top, and W H signal Monte Carlo.
680
We do not use QCD events to train our neural network. We use the same topology and modeling is reasonable for the isolated track neural network input variables.
693
We studied the impact of QCD shape modeling in the tight lepton sample. We did 694 not expect the QCD shape to have a large impact on the sensitivity because the neural 695 network was not trained with QCD events. We found that the large QCD normalization uncertainty (40%) accounted for the small variations that arose from using an alternative 697 QCD model with different kinematics. Based on the tight lepton studies, we assume that 698 the impact of QCD shape modeling on isolated track sample is also small compared to the 699 QCD normalization uncertainty. This is not an aggressive assumption since the isolated 700 track sample only accounts for 20% of the total sensitivity.
701
The tight lepton categories also show good agreement with the previous publication [5] . shape are attributable to QCD and are less significant in our higher-purity search regions. pseudo-data constructed from a sum of background templates. Our expected and observed 712 limits are shown in Fig. 16 and 
VII. LIMIT ON HIGGS BOSON PRODUCTION RATE
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
720
Our limit on W H production improves on the previous result by using more integrated 721 luminosity and extending the lepton identification with isolated tracks. 
